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Prof. Dr. Paul Huber (1910-1971)

Mentor of  my PhD Thesis*),

Paul Huber studied at 

ETH Zurich and was a

PhD student of Paul Scherrer.

Paul Huber and Paul Scherrer are

the poineers of Swiss Nuclear 

Science ( see www.psi.ch&

http://academictree.org/physics)

*) Title of PhD thesis «Effect of an External Electric Field on the Decay 

Constant of  Tc-99m Halogen Complexes» , Title of  Master Thesis:

«Intensitätsmessungen an der Quelle polarisierter Deuteronen mit einem 

Quadruopolmagneten von 10mm und 6 mm Polschuhabstand»

Study of Physics, PhD in Nuclear Physics
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Study of physics (Nuclear 

Physics) PhD Mentorôs slogan:

«From today things are looking up!»
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Study of physics (Nuclear Physics)

Prof. Paul Scherrer

(ETH Zurich and

University of 

Basel)

Mentor of his Master-

Thesis was

Albert Einstein

«His lectures triggered

my scientific curiosity»
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Military duty in the service of AC protection of 

Switzerland: 

Function: Lecturing in nuclear physics, preparing exams for 

recruited  AC specialists,  AC Center Spiez.
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Follow- up Mentors in industry & 

at the University of Basel  

Prof. Dr. Thadeus Reichstein*) (1897-1996),

Head of the Institute of Pharmacy 1938-1950

at Totengässlein 3, Basel, Nobel Laureate 1950.

In 1950 he became Head of the Institute of Org. 

Chemistry of the University of Basel. Thadeus

Reichstein helped me to get the Federal Support

to construct the Pharmacenter in Basel. The Pharmacenter  has

now the highest number of Pharmacy students of Switzerland.

Prof. Dr. Heinz Sucker (1928-2014), Sandoz Inc.

Basel, helped me on my training on my job as

research group leader in Pharm. Technology and

as mentor of my Habilitation Thesis «Zur Theorie der Pulver-

Kompression»:
Tensile Strengthst of a tablet as

a function of compressional stress sc

g*     = compressibility

smax = compactibility

*)http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_

prizes/medicine/laureates/1950/reichstein-bio.html
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Sandoz (Pharma) AG

¸First full-time job in the Dept. Pharm. 

Analytical R&D: Head  ofĂDrug ïexcipient

Compatibilityñ Lab (preformulation) = First job

of current President of Novartis (Jörg 

Reinhardt) éjust a small task in the 12 years of

developmenttimeé

¸Second full-time job : Dept. Pharm. R & 

D (Pharm. Technology, Galenics): as

Research Group Leader

ĂFormulation and process technology 

research (solid dosage forms)ò

¸Topic: FORMULATION SCIENCE
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Sandoz (Pharma) AG

FORMULATION SCIENCE

In a practical sense in industry a product 

formulation corresponds to a tailor made 

product, which fulfills specific requirements 

such as optimal bioavailability, taste masking, 

controlled or fast drug release, optimal stability 

etc.

i.e. cloths make the man, resp. the drug 

Formulation Science is also needed  in case of 

nanoparticulate systems not only for  medical 

applications  but also in other areas, such as  

e.g. in the consumer  electronic industry .
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Sandoz

Basel

¸Sabbatical at the University of Michigan, Ann 

Arbor, USA (Mentors: Prof. W.I. Higuchi, Prof. 

N. F. Ho, Prof. E.N. Hiestand)

¸Head Pharma R&D, Sandoz Espana, Barcelona,

Spain (ad interim)
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Development time: 10-

12 yearsfor approval of

onenew medication with

originally 12 in the pipe-

line!
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The development of a new medication is complex, i.e. 

the expertise of 12 institutions (= NIPTE) are needed: 

Is NIPTE (= National Institute of Pharmaceutical Technology 

and Education) ready to help start-up companies and other

academic groups to accelerate the introduction of innovative 

Products and processes in the current healthcare industry?
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Assessing 
Safety 

Show that 
product is 
adequately 
safe for each 
stage of 
development 

Å Preclinical: product safe enough for 
early human testing Eliminate products 
with safety problems early 
Å Clinical: show that product is safe 

enough for commercial distribution 

Demon-
strating 
Medical  
Utility 

Show that 
the product 
benefits 
people 

Å Preclinical: Select appropriate design 
(devices) or candidate (drugs) with high 
probability of effectiveness 
Å Clinical: Show effectiveness in people 

Industria-
lization 

Go from lab 
concept or 
prototype to  
manufactura
ble product 

Å Formulation: Design a high-quality  
  product 
- Physical design/Characterization/Specifications 

Å Develop mass production capacity 
- Manufacturing scale-up/Quality control 

 

What are the main problems? => 

FDA Whitepaper March 2004 

Three Dimensions of the Critical Path
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A simple example of the industrialization process: The 

formulation such as a tablet should be physically and 

chemically stable for a shelf -live of ideally 5 years:

Binary mixtures compatibility test 

¸ The drug powder [d]

mixed with an excipient [e]

at a defined ratio ( 1%d+ 99%e [w/w %] ). 

¸ The binary powder mixtures 

stored in open respectively closed bottles.

This job was my first position at Sandoz: 

Head Drug ïExcipient Compatibility Laboratory
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Drug compatibility with excipients

¸Binary tests (1d+99e) too tough and not 

realistic!

Closed bottles Open bottles

20% rel. Humidity75% rel. Humidity

8 weeks 4̄C 

(reference)
8 weeks 50̄C

4 weeks 50̄C 

8 weeks 50̄C

4 weeks 50̄C 

8 weeks of RT

8 weeks 50̄C 
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Drug compatibility with excipients, New 

Approach:
A Factorial Design for Compatibility Studies in 

Preformulation  Studies 

See paper Pharm. Acta Helv. 50, 1975: 88-91.

In the study  radio-labelled active drug substance 

were used

ïPossibility to quantify the main effects

Åand interactions between the drug 

substances and the excipients ï

stabilization & destabilization effects!

Advantage

of this experimental design 

for multi-component mixtures:
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25 Design 

- factors A, B, C, D & E 

¸Check

¸with a shortened 25 factorial 
experimental plan

ïx5 is confounded with the interaction 
x1x2x3x4.

ïExperimental 25(-1) design
ÅWith the 5th factor (E) being the influence of 

moisture 

ÅAliases: Er and Interaction ABCD.

Drugs ExcipientsChemical compatibility
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25-1 Design

A (filling 

material)

(-) lactose 70% G/G

(+) mannitol 70% G/G

B (lubricant)
(-) stearic acid 5% G/G

(+) Mg-stearate 5% G/G

C 

(disintegrant)

(-) cornflour 20% G/G

(+) microcr. Cell. 20% G/G

D (binding 

agent)

(-) polyvinylpyrrolidine 5% G/G

(+) gelatine 5% G/G

E (moisture)

E = ABCD
(-) without H2O + 0% G/G

(+) with H2O + 3% G/G
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A B C D E 50°C 4°C

1 = e - - - - + 59.6 100

2 = a + - - - - 86.4 98.3

3 = b - + - - - 95.0 98.7

4 = 

abe

+ + - - + 97.0 96.5

5 = c - - + - - 83.4 96.6

6 = 

ace

+ - + - + 53.8 96.7

7 = 

ce

- + + - + 93.7 98.5

8 = 

abc

+ + + - - 99.7 96.9

9 = d - - - + - 54.1 97.9

10 = 

ade

+ - - + + 45.8 99.0

11 = 

bde

- + - + + 92.8 95.3

12 = 

abd

+ + - + - 96.1 98.0

13 = 

cde

- - + + + 53.6 98.7

14 = 

acd

+ - + + - 64.7 99.6

15 = 

bcd

- + + + - 94.0 96.4

16 = 

abcd

+ + + + + 96.3 97.2



25 Design (Interpretation)

¸Significant results

Ri

50°C
Interpretation Ri 4°C

B 263.2 (B +) Mg-stearat -9.3

ABC, 

DE
40.0 (D-) (E-) PVP, dry -2.9

D -71.2 (D-) PVP -0.1

BD 58.8
(B +) (D +) gelatin, Mg-

stearat
-7.3

ACD, B 70.8
(B +) (E +) Mg-stearat, 

humid
-4.5

ABCD, 

E
-80.8 (E-) without H2O addition -0.5
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Excursion: Polypharmacy for elderly people 

and the problem of drug interactions, i.e. of

Safety and Medical Untility:

Å Adverse reactions : hospitalization deaths incl.

when discovered late in a development phase or

after introduction to the market a catastrophy!)

Å Positive interaction enhancing the healing effect

such as combination treatment (HIV patients)

Question related to TCM (Trad.Chinese Med.): 

Å Are positive drug interactions the secret of the

herbal TCM ? Is TCM curing the deseases?

ÅWhat are the reasons for the longlivity of herbalist

Li Ching Yuen , who died on 6 May 1933 at the age

of 197 or 256 years( see TIME report May 15, 1933)?



Polypharmacy for elderly people and the 

problem of drug interactions:

Å Positive Interaction

- Experience of my primary Swiss physician*, using

western and oriental medicine: 

1) He was prescribing Alfuzosin, i.e.  an alpha1-

receptor blocker for the treatment of lower urinary 

tract symptoms associated with benign prostatic 

hyperplasia to one of his patients, who was often 

suffering from a common cold. Thus, he gave to his 

patient in addition the TCM product 

2) Immune + (collection formula by Evergreen CA) 

consisting of Huang Qi (radix astragali) and 5 other

components.

Result: The patient reported that he feels much better

than with Alfuzosin alone enjoying a painless increased

urine flow!

- An unexpected discovery: Serendipity

*Dres.Carlos Quinto, Joerg Fritschi, CH-4148 Pfeffingen



Polypharmacy for elderly people and the 

problem of drug interactions:

Å Another positive Interaction

- A recentdiscovery(publishedon December2,2016) of

Michael Hall (Biocenter U of Basel):

Michael Hall testedtwo well known «old» drugs, i. e. 1)

1,1-Dimethylbiguanid,a type 2 antidiabetic, which

hassomeanti-carcinogenicsideeffectsaccordingto a 

studyof 2009 (Diabetes Care):  7,1 % of thegroupof

patientstreatedwith Metformin developeda cancerversus

11,6 % of thegroupof patientsbeingnot treatedwith

Metformin: 



ÅPositive Interaction

Å As elderlypeople do not only sufferfrom diabetictype 2 but also 

from high bloodpressureMichael Hall testedMetformin together

with Syrosingopine, an «old» derivative of Rauwolfia(seeNEJM 

1960):

Å Comparative observations of reserpine and syrosingopine.N EnglJ 

Med. 1960 Dec 8; 263:1165-9. 

- Michael Hall andhisgrouprealized, that in thepresenceof

syrosinopinealreadya low dose of Metforminshowsan incredible

anti-carcinogeniceffecton maligne cellsleadingthemto apoptosis

See ñSyrosingopinesensitizes cancer cells to killing by metforminò

M. Hall et al. Science Advances2, 12 , Dec.2, 2016



The findings of Michael Hall are a breakthrough!

What are the consequences?

Å Should we look systematically for positive interactions

between drugs?

Å Should we test a bunch of different drugs simultaneously

looking for pharmacological activity, e.g. using a  similar

statistical approach as for drug-excipients compatibility

studies?

Å Personally I wonder, whether the known herbal TCM

mixtures have been already tested using a DOE approach

for detecting effects of single herbs as well as binary and

higher, positive and negative interactions using in-vitro

High Throughput Screening tests?

Å The scientific interpretation of all types of interactions

will lead to a contribution and to abetter understanding

of Systems Biology, an interdisciplinary topic!
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Ancient Western Herbal Medicine

Book of recipes by Galen of Pergamon (physician of

Emperor Marcus Aurelius)   cit. Gal. 14,107-108

The mithridate (antidot against poisons and internal 

deseases) of  Andromachus (Emperor Neroôs physician) 

p.107  only

Total 44 ingredients

Just a placebo effect?

However successful

«Clinical Tests»:

Remedies tested on

Persons sentenced to

death!

Should we define

Placebo effect = Ability

To initiate a Self-Healing

Process? 25



Mentor: Prof. T. Reichstein

S M
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Historical site:Totengässlein 3
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Book Physical Pharmacy, 4th ed .

Physical Pharmacy is

1) Basis of

Drug Formulation &

Industrialization 

Process

& often also

2) Basis  for 

Manufacturing

Nano Particles &

Nanocomposites 
28



Manufacturing Nanoparticles

by Nanoemulsion process (PIT approx 50°C )

L.Spernath et al. Phys.chem. Engin. Aspects 332 (2009)19-25 
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Problem of «Critical Mass» in R&D  in case of

limited laboratory space, equipment and manpower.

Classical Closed Loop Model not optimal:
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Collaboration with the  nearby Pharm. Industry, PhD 
students supported and partly hosted by:

Å Big Pharma (Sandoz, Ciba-Geigy, resp. Novartis, Pfizer, Roche) 
andSMEós(Actelion, Drossapharm, Mepha, Pentapharm,  etc, 
see Annual Report 2005  www.ifiip.ch/downloads.)

Å Equipment  Manufacturer such as Glatt Company

INDUSTRY

(Pharma, equip. 

manuf.) R&D 

product/process 

development

UNIVERSITY
Academic 
research to 

validate, explore, 
improve idea

Archival 

publication, 

patents or 

conference 

presentation

Industrial 

implementation

SNF grants FDAKTI grants

Cooperation with 

Sister Institutions 

such as the 

Russian-Swiss 

Science and 

Education Center 

at MUCTR or, 

Meijo University, 

Nagoya, 

Japan (K. Iida).

Grant, peer 
reviewed by 

industry

peer reviewed

Contract 
research
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The new Pharmacenter at the University of Basel in  2000
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Foundation of the

US National 

Nanoinitiative1999

Full Report

Appendices: (A) 

List of Participants 

and Contributors; 

http://www.wtec.org/loyola/nano/IWGN.Research.Directions/
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Nano -

biosciences

The formulation tool for

Nano drug delivery

systems is often a

LYOPHILIZATION STEP

Ý Passive and active

drug targeting!

Sterile instant sol. Inj.

Such as stealth liposomal

Formulations, Peroral &

Transdermal Nano

MedIcines.

Editorial: Journal of Nanoparticle Research 2: 391ï392, 2000. 34



A Stealth

Liposome:

No Radar

Detection

By Immuno-

system US Airforce F-111 

Nighthawk

Nanoporous

Silica - Based

Protocells at

Multiple

Scales for

Designs of

Life and

Nanomedicine

(Synthetic

Biology)

C.J. Brinker et al. Sandia NL  in  Life 2015, 5, 214-229  
35
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Managing CNS Tumors: The Nanomedicine Approach
List compiled by

Juan Aparicio-Blanco and Ana-Isabel Torres-Suárez

INTECH (open Source)
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Innovation

Award  1994

¸Numerous

¸Awards

¸See

¸www.ifiip.ch

¸Awards

¸Gallery

38
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Innovations , which are helpful for the 

industrialization process (total 12 patent families with the 

Glatt group + 1 patent U of Iowa +1  patent Asulab (Swatch 

group)

Glatt Group Pellet manufacturing process

University of Iowa Microcrystalline Cellulose Super-

disintegrant can be used for

pellets*)

Glatt Group Semi-continuous aggl. process

Asulab

Glatt Group spin off (Meridion)

Transdermal  watch controlled. 

drug delivery

Formulation of Nanoparticles

(Spray Freeze Drying)

*) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1058-BPjJZo

Spray freeze-drying ïthe process of choice for

low water soluble drugs? In Journal of Nanoparticle 

Research 4: 111ï119, 2002.

Phone call by SANOFI PASTEUR => Glatt. No react.

=> Glatt people left Glatt to found MERIDION Tech. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1058-BPjJZo


Meridion Spray Freeze Dryer ( ex AFD patent *)

*) Glatt AG (Swiss company, part of Glatt group)
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Sanofi Pasteur  Pat. (US 20140230266 A1, 2014)
Process line for the production of freeze-dried particles 

Manufact.

Nanocomposites:

= Formulation

For Long Term

Stability =>

Applications :

Nanomedicine

=> low water sol.

Drugs, Freeze Dry

Formulation for

Monoclon. Antib.

Live att. virus vaccine, Viral Phage Therapy (MRSA), Structure

of a typical myovirus bacteriophage , capsid size 20nm 

Glasgow et.al. Production & Appl. Of

Engineered Viral Capsids, Appl.

Microbiol.Biotechn. 98 (2014) 5847-58
41



a

Bacteriophages could be a resource for fighting drug

Resistant bacterial infections

An engineered phage could, in theory, be patented

(Nature 510, 5 June 2014, T. Lu, MIT).

High therapeutic Index: Only the targeted cells are

killed, i.e. no collateral damage !

The «living» Nanofighters are replicated in the target cell

ready to kill rogue cells in the neighborhood!

«living» Nanofighters
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Freeze-drying resp. Lyophilisation is an important

process for the formulation of nano particle systems

Å Lyophilization of Liposomes J.Contr. Rel. 142 (2010) 299-316

Å Effects of size and interparticulate interaction of silica nano-

particles on the dispersion and electrical conductivity of silver

nanocomposits. J. Appl. Phys. 115,154307, 2014  (KIST)

Å Dye-sensitive solar cells using graphene based counter

electrode: «The graphene electrode obtained using freeze 

drying processexhibits a porous structureé. The much more 

reaction sites on the porous FD-rGO-film electrodeé. major 

reason for this high performanceò. 

12th IEEE  Internat. Conference on Nanotechnology (2012) 

Å Antibody-drug conjugates for targeting cancer cells

Stabilization of Antibody-drug conjugates by Freezedrying

2016 biopharmatechnologie Intelligent Freezedrying
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Spray freeze dried pellets 

(Nanocomposites!)
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Meridion Spray Freeze Tower
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Due to aging zeolith nanoparticles need to be

formulated With a binder to achieve .nanocomposites of

Size 500 mm -600mm for top quality 3D sound earbuds

Apple earbuds Nanoscape

Patent:

Unique

pore 

Size 

Distr.

from 

>4nm, 

>40nm,

>50nm,

>700nm 
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Current Workflow: 
Early development (Clinical Phase I) 

with a service dosage form, i.e. a Ăsimpleñ capsule formulation.

Principle: KISS (keep it simple and stupid?)

Idea: Clinical Phase I has a high attrition rate =>  a high quality

Drug vehicle is too expensive..

Mass-production of final marketed form (Two-sigma quality)

Scale-Up Exercise 

Change to tablets & Bioequivalence Testing 

Early Phase: Service dosage form (in general capsules) 
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The pyramide «From Art to Science»
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Attrition due to problems of drug formulations:

Annual Loss (worldwide) in 2004: 91 billion $

Source:Roger S.Benson, Jim D.J. McCabe, Pharm.Eng. 2004

2s

6s
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Mass-production of final marketed form (six-sigma quality)

Scale-Up Exercise (computer-assisted)

Small-scale Production

Market ready tablet dosage form (instead of service form)

Right First Time Workflow ( Rigorous interpretation ):
Start with final marketed tablet formulation

already at  Clinical Phase I :

Adoption of the workflow of the automotive / aircraft

Industry is a prerquisite:

In-silico design of the first drugïvehicle ( six-sigma q.) !
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Adopting the workflow of the automotive and 

aircraft industry

FOUNDATION  of CINCAP LLC: In-silico simulation

of a tablet formulation (www.ifiip.ch)

See invited paper: 

Impact of the digital revolution on the future

of pharmaceutical formulation science, 

Eur J. Pharm. Sci. 2016.  87, 100 -111.

Statement: The automotive and aircraft industry uses

in-silico methods for design, optimizing & testing the

new vehicle saving time & money !

IDEA: A medicinal tablet, capsule etc. is a drug

Delivery vehicle! Thus, the Pharmaceutical Industry

should adopt the workflow of the vehicle industry!



F-CAD 
Core 

Algorithm

DS

ωIn Silico
Dissolution

PAC

ωParticle
Arrangement 
and
Compaction

DB

ωDatabases

TD

ωTablet
Designer

CM

ωCoating
Module

MO

ωMixing 
Optimization

DDLO

ωDiluent/ 
Disintegrant 
Optimization

F-CAD, Formulation Computer Aided Design

F-CAD software modules by CINCAP LLC: Semi-filled circles

Indicate that module was complemented by DEM
Ref. H. Leuenberger et al. Virtual Lab Scale - Up in Pharmaceutical

Process Scale-Up, 3rd ed. M.Levin editor., informa CRC Press 2011 52



F-CAD Workflow

TABLET DESIGNER

ÅShape design

ÅShape To Matrix 
Conversion

Particle Arrangement 
and Compaction 
(PAC)

ÅFill matrix with 
content

Dissolution Profile 
Calculation

ÅCalculate the 
profile points per 
unit of time (e.g. 
sec, min) 

Send to 3D printer,

Tool manuf.      OR 

export to F-CAD PAC

See next slide See next slide
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F-CAD PAC ðParticle 

Arrangement and Compaction
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Calculation of dissolution 

profile

In-silico design of x formulations, i.e. design space 

exploration  according to ICH Q 8 (R2)

In-silico test of the dissolution profile
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Top Quality Formulation (6-Sigma) already for  

Clinical Phase I to prevent false decisions during screening:

Benefit of 6-ůFormulation
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Sharp 6-Sigma Q. Low Variab.
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A true story: Non robust capsule formulation 

sensitive to hydrophobic drug load (16 mg, 79 mg 

and 109 mg)! 

Simple mixtures drug/hydrophilic excipients filled in 

capsules for Phase I Clinical Studies!

Low  dose:  => Fast dissolution

High dose: => Slow dissolution
Ý Geometric Phase Transition from  isolated drug particles in 

a hydrophilic environment to a hydrophobic environment 

drug/excipient mixture =>  (Percolation Theory!)
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A robust tablet formulation:

Fast dissolution (for a painkiller) not sensitive

to drug load  (   77 mg ,   109 mg)!
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Root Cause Analysis for high attrition during R&D

(with respect to formulation/scale-up process)

Source:

R. S.Benson, 

J. D.J.McCabe

GMP

metrics

Å Concept RFT (Right, First Time) not interpreted rigorously

=> adoption of the workflow of the automotive and aircraft

industry needed! Design of drug vehicle needed!

Å ICH Q8 (R2) [Guidance for industrial development of dosage

forms] is not complete, as it is not enough to take care of

chemical and physical drug-excipient interactions using a DOE

approach (e.g. factorial designs), i.e.

GUIDANCE does not take into account percolation theory, which

is most important for particulate disordered systems such as

tablets!

- Excursion : Impact of Percolation Theory
59



Prerequisites for the application of percolation theory

Å Compartment with a multicomponent system, i.e. with

components = e.g. particles, cells, molecules, atoms, etc, 

which are partly identical and partly different, resp.having

different functionalities such as electrically conductive, 

electrically isolating, hydrophilic, hydrophobic, drug

particle, functional excipient particle,pore, solid,liquid etc.

Å Components, which are not identical have the property to

interact (locally is sufficient),i.e. minimum 2 different 

species

Å In a dynamical system (e.g.biology) number of different 

components in a compartment is changing, i.e. one

component such as Ca-ion starts to percolate

=> cell property is changed «dramatically» => Switch 

function!.
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Excursion to Percolation Theory:

2-dimensional square lattice occupation probability P = 0.50

Many problems can be solved by applying

Percolation theory in Formulation Science
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Excursion to Percolation Theory:

2-dimensional square lattice occupation probability

P = 0.60

=>     above percolation threshold!
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Percolation  

Thresholds 

for 3D Lattices  

=> two pc exist!

Life not 

possible in 2D !

(Stephen 

Hawking)
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Special case:

Percolation threshold for Bethe Lattice

pc    =   1/(1- z), z = coordination number
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Percolation  

Thresholds 

for 3D Lattices  

=> two pc exist!

Life not 

possible in 2D !

(Stephen 

Hawking)
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Special case:

Percolation threshold for Bethe Lattice

pc    =   1/(1- z), z = coordination number
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Percolation theory: Order out of Chaos:

ÝCritical exponents q show universal character

for a process such as disintegration, dissolutioné
«q» depends on the fractal dimension of the system

67



Order in Chaos: Universal Critical Exponents

Important tablet property: X Universal critical exponent (3D): q

Drug dissolution (Conductivity) 2.0 

Desintegration time 0.28 + 0.06    (Experimental)

Tensile Strength (Elastic Modulus) 3.75

Basic equation for a drug vehicle                    X = S ( p - pc )^q

Property X resp.                        ln X= ln S  + q  ln ( p  - pc )
68



Universal exponent q = 0.28 for disintegration time?

Preliminary, experimental data

It is a challenge, whether  a theoretical derivation is feasible

Like in case of conductivity and elastic modulus
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At the percolation threshold pc the tensile strength can adopt

With a certain probability the lower (-) or the upper value (+):

=> Geometrical Phase Transition of the backbone

Percolation Threshold pc
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At the perc. threshold =  critical concentration of MS:

Tablet property (here:disintegration time) can assume a

minimum or show a «step function» (First derivative).

Disintegration time of Mefenamic MS formulations

Tabletted with 3, 5 & 7 kN compression force (Go Kimura)
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Special attention is needed, if the recipe for the drug

Formulation is located close to a critical concentration of a

Component of the formulation ( drug, excipient)!

=> ICH Q8 Guidelines should include the determination of

Critical concentrations of the components 72



Critical concentration /percolation threshold effects:
Ý Problem of non robust formulation => scale-up issue

Ý Sudden change of initial particle size distribution &

Ý Change in structure due to different agglomeration kinetics!

Ý After subsequent milling effects often hidden
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Percolation thresholds in binary water mixtures

Ý Water and its mixtures are highly structured!

The characterization of aprotic polar liquids and percolation phenomena in 

DMSO/water mixtures Europ. J.of Pharm. & Biopharm. 61 (2005): 201-213
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Disorder out of order is a catastrophy:

Å A formulation close to a percolation threshold

of a component (excipient, drug substance)  is critical:

a small variation of the quality or quantity of an ingredient

can cause a major changes of tablet properties such as

disintegration time, drug dissolution rateé

Å Currently no official FDA guideline for R&D 

Scientists to pay attention to the location of percolation

thresholds, which may affect the quality of a product in a 

catastrophic way leading to the known billion$ losses.

Å An optimal Formulation - Computer Aided Design

(F-CAD) takes advantage of the percolation theory!

Order out of chaos is a positive perspective
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Can  order come out of chaos?

Å Where chaos begins, classical science stops?

(James Gleick, Chaos-Making a New Science 1987 Viking)

Å Butterfly effect (defined by Gleick):

The notion that a butterfly stirring the air in Beijing can

transform

storm systems next month in NewYork

Å In far from equilibrium conditions we may have

transformations from disorder into order ( Ilya 

Prigogine: Order out of Chaos, New York 1984 Batam).

Å The second law of classical thermodynamics predicts

that any ordered systems ends up in a complete

chaos.

Å Is Prigogines view that in an open system the inflow of

energy in a chaotic system may lead to a higher degree

of order the key for the evolutionary process in life

science? 76



Excursion to true life science (Food for Thoughts) I:

ÅWhat is life (Schrödinger 1944: The physical aspect

of a living cell)

ÅCan life be described as a packet of information?

Å If exist the law of conservation of information, what

happens after death?

ÅWe know the physical law of conservation of energy,

which can only be violated in an infinite small time 

according toHeisenbergôsuncertainty principle.

ÅDoes exist an uncertainty principle regarding the

Conservation of information?
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Excursion to true life science (Food for Thoughts) II:

Å From a distant view life consists of H2 O (up to 80%)

and we even have not a reliable model to describe

Water!

Å Herbert Fröhlich is convinced, that the vibrations of

water in a living cell control the growth!

Å A personal conjecture: The evolutionary process uses

all existing physical laws to find a niche for a successful

survival of a biological system!

Å Thus, it would be plausible to assume that biology

takes advantage of QM and Quantum  effects using

entangled photons for a fast non-chemical

exchange of information etc.
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Order out of Chaos = The driving force of Life ?

Organic Life is well known, does exist as well

Inorganic Life? 

Can we define as a primitive step  of inorganic «life» the

growth of crystals?

Excursion to true life science (Food for Thoughts) III:
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Å All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force 

which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and 

holds this most minute solar system of the atom 

together. We must assume behind this force the 

existence of a conscious and intelligent mind. This 

mind is the matrix of all matter.

Max Planck, 1858ï1947, 

Å It was not possible to formulate the laws (of quantum 

theory) in a fully consistent way without reference to 

consciousness.

Eugene Wigner, 1902ï1995

Å Is «consciousness» = life? Can a robot achieve 

«consciousness» ? HL

ÅñA contemporary has said, not unjustly, that in this 

materialistic age of ours the serious scientific workers 

are the only profoundly religious people.ò

Albert Einstein, 1879-1955, Religion & Science 1930. 80



Many Thanks for your kind attention

Questions ?  

&

Answers

I like Florida
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Rheinbrücke, Industry
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Novartis, Headquarter at former site of Sandoz

( www.novartis.com) 

Site of the Novartis Campus in 2006
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http://www.novartis.com/


Impressions Novartis Campus
Frank Gehry

Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa
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Novartis Campus: Focus Interaction/Communication 
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Impressions: Novartis Campus

Open atmosphere for an improved communication
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Vision of the Novartis Campus
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Roche (www.roche.com)

Roche 

Development 

since 1876 

at the 

site Basel 

TR&D 

Building 97

ïFormulation

R&D Solids 

& Parenterals
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